Year 4 Family Learning Projects – Playlist
Our next topic will be cantered around the subject Music which is part of the National Curriculum. This is a fun way for families to explore the
topic and share their learning together.
Please complete a minimum of 2 of the puzzle pieces by Friday 11th December 2015

Talk to your parents and Think of a cool name for
grandparents about
a brand new band.
popular music
Come up with their logo
when they were young. and even draw their CD
Put this onto a timeline. cover!

Listen out for music
being using in films and
TV shows. How does
it change how you
feel when you watch it?
List this.

Learn a song off by heart or
learn how to play a whole song
on a musical instrument!
Include the lyrics or sheet
music and even perform to
your family if you like!

Design or create
your own musical
instrument!

Create your own party
playlist in your books of
songs which would get you
dancing!

What is your favourite
Write your own song with
song?
lyrics!
Tell us all about it
and why you like it so much.

Write a fan letter to
Go onto the internet or
your favourite band
music channels on the TV.
or singer explaining why Watch 3 different music videos.
you like them so much. Write about them in your books.
Do they have anything to do
Then actually send it
with the song? What rating
but keep a copy for
would you give it out of 5?
your book!

Visit somewhere (or
someone) to hear live
music being played!
Maybe there are buskers
in the street! Review the
performance in your
books.
Listen to a song you
like. What instruments
can you hear?
Describe the different
sounds these
instruments make.

